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Abstract
Deployable drag sails are used for passively deorbiting defunct satellites and other spacecraft.
Designing the deployable boom is the main challenge in this technology. We present a bi-stable
shape memory polymer composite (Bi-SMPC) boom with high stiffness, a high
unfolding/folding ratio, and consistent roll-out deployment. It was designed and fabricated by a
strategy of controlling the gradual release of elastic energy stored in a bi-stable composite
structure through thermal-driven SMP matrix. Two heating layer strategies were investigated
experimentally to determine the optimal driving layer and driving parameters. Based on these
parameters, verification tests of a four-stage deployment Bi-SMPC boom were conducted.
Meanwhile, a proof-of-concept prototype of a four-stage deployment drag sail based on the
Bi-SMPC booms was designed and fabricated. Tests were conducted to verify the effectiveness
of the drag sail deployed by the booms. It was found that SMPs can effectively control the
deployment of bistable composite structures. The nickel-chromium alloy heating layer offers a
more uniform driving temperature field compared to carbon fiber. The drag sail can be deployed
successfully under the driving of four Bi-SMPC booms.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: deployable drag sail, deployment control, shape memory polymer,
bi-stable structures, smart materials and structures

1. Introduction

The space environment is becoming more and more crowded.
Especially in the low-earth orbit region, full of abandoned

∗
Authors to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

satellites, rockets, and space debris formed by their collisions
and explosions. As of 11 August 2022, data from ESA’s Space
Debris Office [1] shows that since 1957, 6250 rocket launches
and 13 630 satellites have been sent into space. Only 6200 are
still active. 31 400 pieces of space debris are tracked, andmod-
els predict over 36 500 larger than 10 cm, 1million between 1–
10 cm, and 130 million between 1 mm–1 cm. Over 630 events
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generate debris, mainly due to break-ups, explosions, colli-
sions, etc. These accidents are currently the primary source of
space debris [2, 3]. People deal with space debris by avoiding,
protecting, mitigating, and removing it [4]. Preventive meas-
ures are insufficient, as debris growth outpaces removal [5].
Mitigation and removal are crucial, especially for decommis-
sioned spacecraft. Accelerated re-entry is a fundamental way
to reduce debris [6, 7].

The de-orbit methods of spacecraft include active de-orbit
and passive de-orbit [4]. The former uses a power device car-
ried by spacecraft to change orbit altitude and re-entry into
the atmosphere. In contrast, the latter uses deployable film
sails, electric power tethers, or inflatable balls to increase
flight resistance to achieve deceleration and re-enter the atmo-
sphere. Among them, the deployable film sail has excel-
lent development potential due to its simple structure, light
weight, and low cost. Some prototypes of deployable film sail
have been demonstrated, such as the NanoSail-D [8] carried
by NASA’s 3U CubeSat, the Aerodynamic End-of-Life De-
orbiting System [9] developed by the University of Glasgow,
and the University of Toronto’s CanX-7 Satellite Mission for
a 3U drag sail [10].

The deployable boom is the core driving and the support-
ing component of this kind of deployable film sail [11–14].
Most deployable booms are made of thin-walled elastic mater-
ials such as carbon fiber composites and spring tape [15–17].
Their storage and release of the elastic energy are used to real-
ize the folding and deploying. However, the deploying path of
these booms driven only by releasing elastic energy is often
disordered and difficult to predict, which is easy to cause the
sail at risk of getting stuck or tearing the film. While for large-
size deployable structures, a more complex control mechan-
ism is usually needed to control the release of elastic energy
for controlling the deployment speed and sequence.

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are a type of smart mater-
ials that can respond to external stimuli such as light, heat, and
magnetism [18, 19]. They have excellent mechanical proper-
ties in their glassy state and outstanding large deformability
in their rubbery state. When heated above the glass-transition
temperature (Tg), they can be shaped into a temporary shape
by external forces and then memorize it as the temperature
drops below Tg. When the temperature rises again above Tg,
they can return to their original shape. The shape memory
characteristics of SMPs provide possibilities for the design
of large deformable and deployable structures. Thus, SMPs
are widely used in various fields, including aerospace, smart
actuators, and biomedicine [20–24]. The deploying process of
deployable structures actuated by SMP is slower, low impact,
and more controlled than traditional elastic or bi-stable struc-
tures, as compared in supplementary video S1. Because of
these advantages of SMPs, some research has occurred on
elastic or bi-stable deployable structures combined with SMPs
[25–28].

In this study, we proposed a deployable bi-stable SMP
composite (Bi-SMPC) boomwith multifunction layers: a fiber
reinforced layer, an elastic trigger layer, a deployment control

matrix, and a resistive heating layer. Anti-symmetric lay-up
of fiber reinforced layer provides bi-stable deployment prop-
erties in the composites, and spring tape compounded inside
the material is used as the bi-stable transition trigger source.
The thermally driven SMP matrix controls the deployment
speed and process of the Bi-SMPC boom driven by the resist-
ive heating layer. Such a design strategy can realize a staged,
orderly, and controllable deployment of the boom. Then heat-
ing layer of the Bi-SMPC boom was investigated by compar-
ing the effectiveness and uniformity of two heating strategies,
carbon fiber and alloy wire, as the heating layer. Furthermore,
the Cr20Ni80 alloy wire was chosen as the heating source
to verify the feasibility of deploying a four-stage Bi-SMPC
boom. Meanwhile, a four-stage deployment drag sail based on
the Bi-SMPC booms and origami folded film and its locking-
release device and control module were designed and verified
successfully.

2. Design and fabrication

2.1. Design and fabrication of the Bi-SMPC boom

The C-, Ω-, pod-shaped cross-sections have simple geometry
and high moment of inertia and are widely used in space
deployable booms. In this work, considering that small satel-
lites’ energy and space are limited, a simple C-shaped cross-
section was adopted to design the Bi-SMPC boom. It can
ensure that the boom has a small area for driving, good foldab-
ility, and considerable deployment stiffness. Table 1 shows the
cross-section parameters used to design, fabricate, and prac-
tically verify the Bi-SMPC booms. The thickness depends on
the carbon fiber layup, excluding the thickness of the heating
layers and a 0.15 mm thick spring tape in the middle part.

Figures 1(a) and (b) show the detailed design and fabrica-
tion process of the Bi-SMPC boom. As shown in figure 1(a),
the total length of the boom is 460 mm. The middle part of
435 mm is divided into four independent heating areas for seg-
mental control of deployment and reducing driving power in
practical applications. The ends of 15 mm and 10 mm of the
boom are reserved for connecting with the central base and the
connecting plate, respectively.

The components of the Bi-SMPC boom can be divided into
the composites part and the resistive heating part. The com-
posite part consists of two layers of carbon fabric with anti-
symmetric layup used as reinforcement and bi-stable func-
tion layer, the epoxy-based SMP as the matrix to control the
deployment of the boom, and an elastic 65Mn spring tape used
as the trigger of the bi-stable structure deployment and mean-
while improving the driving force of the boom. The resistive
heating part is a layer of resistive wire encapsulated by polyim-
ide (PI) film. Resistive wires are arranged in the heating areas
in an S-shape with a spacing of about 5 mm for heating the
material evenly.

A two-step method was used to fabricate the Bi-SMPC
boom: First, using Vacuum assisted resin infusion (VARI) pro-
cess to gain Bi-SMPC without heating layers; second, using
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Table 1. Cross section parameters of the boom.

Inside radius r Arc length l Central angle θ Thickness t

20 mm 30 mm 86◦ ∼0.32 mm

Figure 1. Design and fabrication of bi-stable shape memory polymer composite (Bi-SMPC) boom. (a) Front and back of the boom and the
path of the resistive wire; (b) detail diagram of the layered structure of the Bi-SMPC boom; (c) fabrication process of the Bi-SMPC boom.
(VARI: vacuum-assisted resin infusion; RLC: resistive layer combination; TCAT Tape: thermally conductive adhesive transfer tape).

resistive layer combination (RLC) method to assemble the
heating layers, as shown in figure 1(c). Carbon fiber fabrics,
spring tape, and the SMP resin were tightly combined through
the VARI process to prevent delamination during the fold-
ing and deploying process of the boom with large strain vari-
ations. The RLC process provides a flexible heating circuit
for driving the boom, during which 3M thermally conduct-
ive adhesive transfer tape (TCAT Tape) was used to bond the
resistive wire and the PI insulation layer with the boom. The
TCAT Tape filled with conductive ceramic fillers has excellent
electrical insulation and thermal conductivity. Two resistive
materials, Cr20Ni80 alloy wires and carbon fiber yarns, will
be considered as the heating source, which will be investig-
ated and compared in the supplementary material (sections S1
and S2).

2.2. Folding pattern design of the sail film

The drag sail film is made of a 600 mm × 600 mm square PI
filmwith a thickness of 15 µm. It is easy to fold and rotate with
the booms through practical crease design and local reinforce-
ment of edges and can withstand specific preload after deploy-
ment. As shown in figure 2(a), the sail film is divided into four
parts for easy folding and assembly, each of which is a right
triangle but not an isosceles triangle due to the reserved space
with a diameter of 30 mm at the center. The reserved space
is used to install a central base, around which the films and
booms will rotate and fold during the folding process. In the
crease scheme diagram, Black lines represent the edges of the
film or cuts; red lines represent mountain folds; and blue lines
represent valley folds. Mountain and valley folds represent the
direction of the crease, which are convex upwards and concave
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Figure 2. Folding scheme design of the sail film. (a) Schematic diagram of the folding scheme; (b) unfolded state of a triangle film; (c)
folded state of a triangle film.

Figure 3. Design and comparison of three design schemes of the drag sail. (a)–(c) Models and prototypes for schemes (A)–(C), respectively.

downwards, respectively. Figures 2(b) and (c) are the unfolded
state with creases and the fully folded state, respectively.

2.3. Deployable drag sail based on Bi-SMPC booms

2.3.1. Preliminary design. As shown in figures 3(a)–(c),
there are three design schemes of the deployable drag sail at
the preliminary design stage. All these schemes are square
sails supported by four booms (blue in the figure). The
main differences are the placement of the booms and the
connection forms of the films (yellow in the figure) to the
booms.

In scheme (A), four booms are placed perpendicular to the
film’s surface. Both right-angle edges of the film are fixed to
the adjacent booms. The film is folded up simultaneously as
the booms rotate and fold around the central base. In scheme
(B), four booms are mounted parallel to the film’s surface

and folded separately. The right-angle vertexes of the triangle
films are fixed to the central box, and the acute-angle ver-
texes are attached to the tips of the booms. The four tri-
angle sail films are folded and put into a central box. In
scheme (C), four booms are placed perpendicular to the film’s
surface. One right-angle edge of each film is fixed on one
boom, and the diagonal point is connected to another adjacent
boom.

Three schemes were compared bymain parameters, includ-
ing the size of deployed and folded states, storage ratio, and
weight, which are listed in table 2. It was found that (1)
schemes (B) and (C) can easily fold the film and booms
because the two parts were folded separately, but scheme (A)
cannot; (2) scheme (C) is lighter than scheme (B), and the
storage ratio is significantly improved by about 270%. This
is due to the storage form of scheme (C) is more compact
without carrying a film storage box which takes much space in
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Table 2. Comparison of the three design schemes.

Size of deployed
state (mm)

Size of folded
state (mm) Storage ratio Weight (g)

Connection forms
between the films and
booms

Scheme (A) 613 × 613 × 50 Φ 65 × 50 113 210 Two edges fixed
Scheme (B) 678 × 678 × 60 Φ150 × 60 26 230 Three points fixed
Scheme (C) 640 × 640 × 49 Φ 73 × 49 98 205 Single edge and one point

fixed

scheme (B). Thus, scheme (C) was chosen for the follow-up
study.

2.3.2. Detailed design and assembly. Based on scheme
(C), a drag sail with a deployed size of 640 mm × 640 mm
was designed and fabricated. It mainly composed of five parts:
central base, deployable Bi-SMPC booms, PI film sail, locking
structure, and control module. The volume of the folded sail
is less than 0.5U (1U refers to a standard dimension of 10 cm
×10 cm × 10 cm for CubeSats). Overall design and details of
the drag sail are shown in figure 4.

As details are shown in figure 4(c), Four booms are moun-
ted to the central base. One right-angle edge of each triangular
films is completely fixed to a boom, and the diagonal point
of the fixed edge is connected to the tip of the adjacent boom
through a spring connector. The function of the spring con-
nector is to provide a specific preload for the deployed triangu-
lar film; meanwhile, it can be disconnected for easy operation
when folding the sail.

Although the Bi-SMPC booms have good self-locking
capabilities, the locking-release device has been designed to
ensure the shock resistance reliability of the product in the
launch stage. The locking-release device is composed of nylon
locking rope, heat-cut alloy wire, spring sheet, and connecting
plate, as shown in figure 4(a). The heat-cut alloy wire is pre-
pared from Cr20Ni80 alloy. After the unlocking command is
issued, the heat-cut alloy wire will be heated to over 200 ◦C,
and the nylon locking rope passing through the connecting
plate will melt and break. At the same time, the spring sheet
will spring upwards to keep the heat-cut alloy wire away from
the sail structure, and the unlocking process is completed and
then waiting for the deployment command of the Bi-SMPC
booms. The supplementary material (section S3) will experi-
mentally investigate the driving parameters for the Bi-SMPC
and the locking-release device, while the design of the control
module can be found in the supplementary material (section
S4).

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Materials and process for the composites

Two layers of carbon fiber fabric (T300, 1K, twill tex-
tile) with a [(±45)/(±45)] anti-symmetric stacking sequence,
epoxy-based SMP resin developed by Leng’s group [29] with

a Tg of 100 ◦C and 65Mn spring tape (0.12 mm thick and
16 mm wide) were used to fabricate the Bi-SMPC booms by
vacuum assisted resin infusion (VARI) process. A stainless-
steel tube with a diameter of 40 mm was used as a mold in
the processing. An 80 ◦C/3 h-100 ◦C/3 h-150 ◦C/5 h step
temperature procedure was used to cure the composites in an
oven.

3.2. Materials for the heating layers

Cr20Ni80 alloy wire (0.25 mm in diameter, 22.21 Ω m−1) and
carbon fiber yarn (T300-12 K, 32.58 Ω m−1) were used in the
comparative investigation of two heating strategies. Cr20Ni80
alloy wire (0.15 mm in diameter, 61.68 Ω m−1) was finally
used as the resistive heating wire in the Bi-SMPC booms. The
length of each part used in the heating circuit is about 600 mm,
and the resistance is about 37 Ω. Varnished wire (QZY/XY-2,
grade C) with a diameter of 0.2 mm was used in the heating
circuit.

4. Simulation

4.1. Modeling of the drag sail

Simulation analysis was performed to verify that the deform-
ation strain of the scheme was within an acceptable range
and that would not cause damage to the composites dur-
ing the deformation process. Explicit dynamics analysis was
chosen to simulate the folding process due to the charac-
teristics of large deformation and many contacts. The drag
sail is simplified into three parts: a central base, Bi-SMPC
booms, and 65Mn spring tapes. The central base is set as a
rigid body and the other parts are set as deformable shells and
they were tied together, as shown in figure 5. The two-layer
[(±45)/(±45)] woven fabric SMPC booms are simplified into
four-layer [±45/±45] unidirectional laminated composites,
thus booms are set as layered structures with an [±45/±45]
anti-symmetric stacking sequence.

The central base is set as the C3D8R elements and the
booms and spring tapes are set as S4R elements. The mesh
size is 2.5 mm, and the total number of elements is 20 352.
The main parameters [30] used in the simulation are listed
in table 3. The properties of SMPC are the values at its glass
transition temperature of 100 ◦C.
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Figure 4. Design and assembly of the drag sail based on Bi-SMPC booms. (a) Geometric model of the folded drag sail; (b) geometric
model of the deployed drag sail; (c) overall assembly and some details of the drag sail; (d) and (e) folded state of the drag sail and its control
module.

4.2. Steps and boundary conditions

According to the practical folding process, a concentrated
force of 30 N along the axial direction of the booms is applied
to each tip of the booms during folding, as shown in figure 5(a).
Meanwhile, rotation displacement is applied to the center bot-
tom reference point of the central base to rotate the central
base, so as to fold the booms. The contact property is set
between the SMPC with a friction coefficient of 0.2. Table 4
lists the boundary condition of the central base at each step.

4.3. Simulation results

Figure 6 shows the logarithmic strain at each folding stage.
It shows that the maximum strains of the structure at each

stage are 14.00%, 21%, 20.17%, and 19.88%, respectively.
They all occur at the initial bending position marked in
figure 6(b) and are within the deformability of the SMP resin
(greater than 30% at Tg [31]). Thus, the folding can be real-
ized, but special attention must be paid to the starting pos-
ition due to the sharp cross-section shape change in the
booms.

5. Experimental tests and discussion

5.1. Folding and deploying tests of the Bi-SMPC booms

In order to verify the design strategy of stimulating SMP to
release bi-stable elastic energy of the boom for controlling the
deployment and to obtain the effect of the heating layers on the

6
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Figure 5. Modeling of the drag sail. (a) Simplified geometric model of the drag sail; (b) meshing of the drag sail; (c) diagram of the
laminated structure in the Bi-SMPC.

Table 3. Material properties used in the simulation.

Material Density (ton mm−3) Modulus (MPa) Poisson ratio Thickness (mm)

Spring tape 7.8 × 109 209 000 0.27 0.12
SMPC (100 ◦C) [30] 1.5 × 109 E1 E2 G12 G13 G23 µ12 0.4

5291 161 43 43 49 0.4

Table 4. Boundary condition of the central base at each step.

Step Initial angle (rad)
Angle after
rotation (rad)

Step-1 0 4.8
Step-2 4.8 10.5
Step-3 10.5 16.1
Step-4 16.1 21.3

folding and deploying process of the Bi-SMPC boom, the fold-
ing and deploying tests of Bi-SMPC booms without and with
a heating layer were conducted. The boom without a heating
layer was heated in an oven.

(1) Folding test of the Bi-SMPC boom:
Both the naked Bi-SMPC boom and the boom with heating
layer were placed in a 100 ◦C oven for 5 min, and then they
were taken out and quickly folded into a five-tiered cylinder
(inner diameter 20 mm, outer diameter 30.74 mm). After the

temperature cooled down to room temperature, they were kept
in a folded state. Both booms had a 10%–15% elastic spring
back after releasing the constraint which was used to hold the
cylindrical boom. As shown in figure 7(a), the final folded cyl-
indrical booms had an inner diameter of about 22 mm and an
outer diameter of about 34.5 mm.

(2) Deploying test of the Bi-SMPC boom without heating
layer:
As shown in figure 7(b), the Bi-SMPC boom without heating
layer was placed in an oven to deploy. It can be found that
the boom rolled out like a roller with only a tiny radial expan-
sion. This is due to the ‘holding’ feature of the bi-stable struc-
ture layers and the shape memory recovery property of the
SMP matrix. The deployment process took 45 s. The dynamic
deployment effect can be observed in supplementary video S3.

(3) Deploying test of the Bi-SMPC boom with heating layer:
Figure 7(c) and supplementary video S4 show the deploying
process of the boom with heating layer. The boom was

7
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Figure 6. Logarithmic strain in the process of folding. (a) Four-step folding process of the simplified drag sail in the simulation; (b) and (c)
strain of a single Bi-SMPC boom during the folding process.

fixed in a cantilever condition. A voltage of 20 V was used
to drive the deployment of the four-stage Bi-SMPC boom
controlled by an Arduino-based control board. The heat-
ing time for each stage was set to 90 s and the total time
of the four-stage deployment procedure was 360 s. At the
time of 410 s, the boom was cooled down to room tem-
perature and returned to straight shape. However, it had a
slight deflection of 14 mm compared to its original unfolded
shape, which was reflected in an angular tilt of 1.88◦ at the
tip.

To further test the stiffness of the boom, a 40 gweight (equi-
valent to 2.6 times the weight of the boom) was added to the
tip for the deployment test, as shown in supplementary video
S5. It was found that the boom still has good deployment cap-
ability when the tip is loaded, although the load generated a
large deflection of 73 mm with an angle of 9.68◦ at the tip.
When driven by heating layers, the deployment process is less
steady than that in the oven because the heating layer does
not heat the boom as uniformly as in the oven. Nevertheless,
it is effective and controllable enough for use in deployable
structures.

5.2. Deploying test of the drag sail

The folding and deploying process of the drag sail based on
Bi-SMPC booms is shown in figure 8. The folding process

consists of four steps. Firstly, fold the four PI films and let
them lean against the adjacent booms.

Secondly heat the four booms to the temperature around Tg

and then rotate the booms clockwise around the central base to
fold the drag sail. Thirdly cool down the booms to room tem-
perature to maintain the folded shape. Fourthly connect each
folded film to the tip of the adjacent boom with a spring con-
nector, and then install the locking-release device. The deploy-
ing process starts with the execution of the heat driving con-
trol program to unlock the folded sail, followed by heating the
booms to deploy the sail in four stages.

The drag sail was suspended by using a nylon rope dur-
ing the deployment test. According to the drive parameters
determined in the supplementary material (section S3), the
heating procedure of the control board is set to turn on the
heat-cut alloy wire of the locking-release device for 15 s to cut
the locking rope and then sequentially heat each part of the
Bi-SMPC booms for 180 s to deploy in four stages. Figure 9
shows the deployment process and the heating procedure of
the drag sail, and the deployment video at ten times the speed
can be seen in supplementary video S6. It can be found that
the drag sail was successfully deployed in four stages in a
slow and orderly manner, although the four booms appeared to
deploy asynchronously due to the dispersion of the manufac-
turing process and the temperature field. It took about 12 min
to deploy in total.

8
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Figure 7. Deploying tests of the Bi-SMPC booms. (a) Folded state without heating circuit, folded state with the heating circuit, and
deployed state of the Bi-SMPC booms, respectively; (b) deploying test of the Bi-SMPC boom in an oven; (c) deploying test of the Bi-SMPC
boom driven by the heating layer at a voltage of 20 V.

Figure 8. Shape memory folding and deploying process of the drag sail. (a) Deployed state of the drag sail; (b) half-folded state where each
sail film has been folded, but the booms are not folded; (c) folded state of the drag sail.

9
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Figure 9. Deployment process of the drag sail.

6. Conclusions

An orderly roll-out, high storage ratio, and low-impact deploy-
able Bi-SMPC boomwas developed by using thermally driven
SMP as the matrix to control the release of elastic energy
stored in a bi-stable composite structure. Two resistive mater-
ials, carbon fiber yarn and Cr20Ni80 alloy wire, were tested
and compared experimentally as the heating layers of the Bi-
SMPC booms. The relationship between the two parameters,
driving voltage and driving time, and the temperature field
was investigated. Accordingly, the optimal driving strategy,
voltage, and time were obtained. Ground tests were conduc-
ted to verify the stability and controllability of the Bi-SMPC
booms, and a four-boom deployable drag sail was successfully
deployed based on the deployable Bi-SMPC booms.

The main findings of this study are as follows: (1) SMPs
can be used to achieve low-impact, controllable, and segmen-
ted deployment of bistable structures. This allows for more
efficient and reliable deployment mechanisms. (2) The design
strategy of a flexible nickel–chromium alloy resistance-driven
layer has a uniform temperature field and can deform with the
deformation of the boom. It can reliably drive the deployment
of Bi-SMPC booms. (3) The drag sail designed in this study
can be successfully deployed with the cooperation of four Bi-
SMPC booms. This study provides a new idea for the devel-
opment of space deployable structures. Meanwhile, the design
and verification of the drag sail prototype will provide some
technical reference for deorbiting, thus reducing space debris
from the source.
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